**SAP Master Data Governance - Hiding fields in the change request User Interface**

**Applies to:**
ERP 6 EhP 5 – SAP Master Data Governance. For more information, visit the [Master Data Management homepage](#).

**Summary**
You want to hide fields in the change request User Interface
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How to Hide Fields of the Change Request

Example Requirement
Do not allow users to enter a due date when submitting a change request.

Solution
Hide the due date completely in the section of the change request data. This setting applies to all change request types of the client in which you perform the configuration

1. Prerequisites
   You need to have the appropriate rights and client settings.
2. Launch the UI in a way that you have access to the URL (Example: Single Processing, USMD_ENTITY_VALUE2, via PFCG role)
3. Enter any parameters to skip the initial screen and to come to the UI that you want to configure:

![Create Change Request: Supplier](image)

4. Add the parameter and value sap-config-mode=x to the URL and restart the application by hitting enter

![Single Processing of an Entity - Windows Internet Explorer](image)

5. Right-click in the area of the change request data and click on “Settings for Current Configuration”:
6. Select the field due date and switch it to invisible, save and close:

7. Result applies to all users of this client
Related Content
For more information, visit the Master Data Management homepage.
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